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AN APPARATUS FOR MEASURING SLAB ACTION IN FLEXIBLE TYPE 
PAVEMENTS 
B T J O H N L O W E 

Instructor in Soil Mechanics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

SYNOPSIS 
This paper is a report upon research on flexible type pavements conducted at 

the Soil Mechanics Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
from October 1941 to June 1943 The research was sponsored by the U S Engi
neer Department and was supervised by Professor D W. Taylor A more 
detailed report in the form of a doctor's thesis is intended at a later date 

The pnmaiy purpose of the research was the measurement and study of "slab-
action" i n materials of the type used in flexible type pavements The author 
believes that such measurements and studies are fundamental to a rational 
evaluation of the effectiveness of the various layers composing a flexible type 
pavement For the research an elaborate apparatus was designed and con
structed for measuring slab-action and tests were performed on two materials 
The results so far prove the existence of appreciable slab-action m flexible type 
pavement materials, but are not sufficient at present for comparing various 
materials Such comparison work is contemplated i n the near future 

The paper is i n four parts: 
1 An analysis of the fundamental nature of slab-action. 
2 A description of the apparatus for measuring it 
3 The results of measurements of slab-action 
4. The uses and significance of such measurements. 

The main contribution of the research has been the development of an onginal 
slab testing apparatus and the demonstration by a few preliminary tests of the 
existence of appreciable slab-action in flexible type pavement materials. 

1. F U T N D A S I E I I T A L N A T U R E O F S L A B - A C T I O N allowable pattern of deflection is largely 
The following analysis of the action of governed by tiie characteristics of the vehicles 

flexible type pavements under load is pre- which are to operate on the pavement andM 
sented to show the fundamental nature of ^y,*^« deformation characteristics of the 
slab-action in this connection surfa«mg material of the pavement. Also tiie 

GeneraUy speaking tiie structural design of " " ^ ^ ^ of repetitions of load that the paye-
flexible type pavements is concerned witii the ^ f ° * ! f ^ ^ ^ f S " ^ 
proper relationship between four variables: tiie f"owable deflection; the more repetitions of 
wheel load apphed to a pavement,' the deflec- generaUy speakmg, the less severe the 
t»on pattern occurrmg at the sm-face of the Pt*«™ allowabk for any smgle apphcafaon 
pavement, the thickness and physical proper- , ^o describe the relationship between the 
ties of the pavement and the thickness and 1°^^ yanables m more detaal, the wheel apphes 
properties of tiie subgrade supporting the load to the surface of the pavement; the paye-
pavement. In a satisfactory pavement these ment tea^mits and spreads tiie load, and t̂ ^ 
variables are related as foUows When a wheel ^ 1 ^ " ? ^ * ""^^^"^ ^T^,^ 
load is appUed to the pavement, the pavement su])grade. Both tiie pavement and the sub-
so distributes the load to the subgrade that 8""*? «o°^P'f« because of tiie loading. Under 
the pattern of deflection which results at the -"^^f conditions the compre^on m the sub
surface of the pavement is less severe than S^^. "^JO' ^^'^f 
the pattern of deflection aUowable there. The pression or surface deflection pattern Be

cause of the compression m the subgrade the 

»In this paper the word pavement is used to pavement assumes a dishhke shape in the 
denote the total of surfacing, base course and vicinity of the load. The immediate purpose 
treated subgrade, frequently a pavement will of this research is to measure the effect of this 
be considered made of only one matenal dishing of the pavement on the distribution of 
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load to the subgrade, noting in particular any 
reduction in the seventy of this distribution 

The action which occurs upon dishing of a 
pavement to cause a change in distnbution of 
load at the base of the pavement is termed 
"slab-action." To understand the action it is 
helpful to consider two extreme types of 
pavement, one with much slab-action, the 
other without any. Figure la shows a thm 
concrete pavement supported on a rigid sub-
grade, i.e. ledge rock or any material appreci
ably more rigid than the concrete itself. Fig
ure lb shows a pavement of loose bncks on the 
some rigid subgrade. For a particular wheel 
load the distnbution of load to the rigid sub-
grade for both the concrete and loose bnck 
pavement is practically the same as the dis
tribution of tiie applieid load. For compan-
son, these same two pavements are shown in 
Figures Ic and Id on a yielding subgrade, for 

ment deflection pattern which for concrete 
pavements would not be possible without 
crackmg. 

Slab-action thus explains the difference in 
behavior between various pavements under 
load. As illustrated by the comparison be
tween the concrete and loose brick pavements, 
a pavement with slab-action spreads out the 
wheel load apphed to it upon yielding of the 
subgrade and the deflection pattern resulting 
from the new distribution of load is much less 
severe than that which would result if the 
pavement did not have slab-action. I t is this 
change for the better m load distribution on 
the subgrade that is the important feat\u:e of 
good pavements For example, tests on 9-in. 
layers of sand and silt on a rigid support give 
the pressure distribution curves shown m 

4> iMai ancn, mam awratr 
Figure 1. Comparisons of Action of Extreme 

Types of Pavement 

instance a soft clay. Upon application of the 
wheel load and after yielding of the subgrade 
in the vicinity of the wheel load the distribu
tion of load will be qmte different for the two 
pavements. The concrete pavement will dis
tribute the wheel load over a much larger area 
than i t did for the rig^d subgrade. The loose 
brick pavement on the other hand will not 
change its distribution of load from that of the 
previous case because any load transmitted 
to the surface of a bnck is transmitted un
diminished through the brick and to the subr 
grade beneath. The concrete pavement is 
said to have much slab-action and the loose 
brick pavement none. Flexible type pave
ments, like the concrete pavement, redistribute 
their loads to the subgrade upon yielding of 
the subgrade, but their load spreading ability 
IS less. Usually, however, flexible pavements 
can take full advantage of an allowable pave-
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Figure 2. Pressure Distributions on Rigid 
Support 

Figure 2 The two curves are practically the 
same for both matenals and other flexible 
pavement course materials would probably 
give similar distnbutions for the same thick
ness and wheel loading Thus the difference 
in behavior between these materials is not at 
all apparent from their distributions of pres
sure on a rigid support Rather, curves of 
their distribution of pressure on a support 
which yields in a pattern typical of field con
ditions are essential for a companson Meas
urement of such distnbutions on a properly 
yielding support would allow prediction of the 
difference m highway or runway behavior of 
such matenals and allow the setting up of a 
rating system for them The procedure of so 
comparmg and rating pavement matenals is 
described m more detad in Section 4 on Uses 
and Significance of Slab-Action Measurements. 
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2. D E S C R I P T I O N O F A P P A R A T U S 

The general features of the apparatus are 
shown in Figure 3, and are as follows. A slab 
of pavement material 4 ft. in diameter and 
10 in. maximum thickness is loaded with a 
circular simulated wheel load at the center of 
its top surface and the pressure distribution 
over the base of the slab is measured as the 
base of the slab is made to deflect. There are 
two original and important features to the 
apparatus. One is that it affords measure
ment of the pressure distribution at the base 
of the slab not only for rigid support of the 
base, but also for yielding of the base according 
to any reasonable deflection pattern. The 
other is that the pressure is measured con
tinuously over the entire base of the slab, not 
at isolated points as in many previous arrange
ments using pressure cells. 

Figure 3. Slab-Action Apparatus 

The support arrangement for the base of 
the slab is shown schematically in the perspec
tive section view, Figure 4. The details of 
the apparatus will be described starting at the 
bottom. First are three 4-in. WF beams 
radiating from the center of the apparatus and 
at 120 deg. to each other. On top of the WF 
beams are 22 screw jacks, seven on each beam 
and one at the center. The jacks are similarly 
spaced on each beam. Supported on top of 
each set of three similarly located jacks is a 
5-in. deep by |-in. thick steel ring; the center 
jack supports a ring by itself. There are thus 
eight concentric steel rings. The center ring 
has a mean radius of 0.75 in. and the successive 
outer ones have radii of 2, 4, 6, 8, 11.25, 15.9 
and 24 in. The outermost ring is 11 in. deeper 
than the others and also forms the side of the 
apparatus. Spanning between the concentric 
steel rings are steel radial bars J in. wide by 

i in. deep. From each ring one series of bars 
span the distance to the next outer ring and 
another series the distance to the next inner 
ring; the innermost and outermost rings each 
have only one series of bars. The two series 
of bars at each ring are interspaced. All 
radial bars are supported on knife edges; one 
end of each bar is grooved to prevent sliding. 
On top of the radial bars are 95 concentric 

Figure 4. Perspective Section View—Slab-
Action Apparatus 

Figure S. View of Slab-Action Apparatus 
Showing Radial Bars and Steel Rings 

brass rings, | in. wide by f in. deep with -J- in. 
spaces between them. On top of the brass 
rings is a sheet of canvas and above this a 
sheet of rubberized cloth. The material to be 
tested is placed on the rubberized cloth. 
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show successive views of 
the apparatus. 

The load carried by each jack is measured 
by electrical strain gages and from such meas-
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urements the pressure distribution at the base 
of the slab is computed. Each jack ram con
tains a short thin wall section on which is 
mounted a special S-R^ type electrical resist
ance wire strain meter. For the loads which 
come to the jacks when a 9-in. thick slab is 
subjected to a 40-lb. per sq. in., 9-in. diameter 
wheel load under rigid support conditions, the 
strain meter section deflects a maximum of 
0.0004 in., and the maximum relative motion 
between the central four sets of jacks is about 
0.0002 in. Thus because of the small deflec
tion required to operate the electrical strain 

Figure 6. View of Slab-Action 
Showing Brass Rings 

Apparatus 

Figure 7. View of Slab-Action Apparatus 
Showing Rubber Sheet on which Pavement 
Material is Placed. 

meters the support may be said to be essen
tially rigid. By adding up the load coming to 
each of the three jacks supporting any steel 
ring the total load coming to that ring can be 

^ For general description see article: "Char
acteristics and Aircraft Applications of Wire 
Resistance Strain Gages," by A. V. de Forest, 
Instruments, April 1942, v. 15, p. 112 et seq. A 
complete up-to-date bibliography may be 
obtained from Baldwin Southwark Division of 
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia. 

found. From the loads at each ring a smooth 
curve of pressure distribution may be com
puted. Briefly, the relationship between ring 
loads and pressure values which has been used 
in this research is set up as follows: The pres
sures existing over the eight rings are taken as 
eight unknowns. Each set of three adjacent 
unknown pressures are used to set up a 
parabolic type equation between pressure and 
radial distance. By averaging the two para
bolic equations thus set up for each span a 
pressure curve for each span is made available 
in terms of the four adjoining unknown ring 
pressures. The equation for the load coming 
to each jack is found by properly integrating 
the load contributed by each span adjacent 
to a ring. Thus the load to each ring is 
expressed in terms of the unknown pressures 
at the ring itself and at the two rings on each 
side of it. Since there are eight rings, eight 
such equations are available. By solving 
these equations simultaneously the pressure 
at any ring is found in terms of eight coeffi
cients. The pressure at any ring can be deter
mined by multiplying each of the eight ring 
loads by the proper coefficient and adding the 
products algebraically. 

The yielding of the support in any desired 
pattern, allowing the choice of the pattern 
believed most closely to simulate actual field 
conditions, is one of the outstanding contribu
tions of this apparatus. It is effected by 
operating all the jacks at once. The three 
screw jacks supporting each steel ring have 
sprockets which are connected together by a 
continuous chain. The chains from the seven 
sets of three and from the single central jack 
are connected to a master drive. By varying 
the size of the sprockets on the master drive, 
the relative amounts that the various sets of 
jacks move in a given time can be nicely con
trolled and any reasonable pattern of deflec
tion imposed at the base of the slab. Actually 
the pattern of deflection is not a curved surface 
but is made up of a series of eight intersecting 
cones, the cones being exceedingly flat, i.e. 
having apex angles slightly less than 180 deg. 

The apparatus for measuring slab-action 
thus affords determinations of the relationship 
between the vertical pressure distribution 
curve and vertical displacement pattern at the 
base of a slab of flexible type pavement ma
terial when the slab is subjected to a wheel load 
at the center of its surface. The apparatus 
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does not afford measurement of the relation
ship between tangential or shear stresses and 
tangential displacements at the base of the 
slab. Such tangential stress displacement 
relationships are necessary in addition to the 
vertical pressure-displacement relationships 
for a complete picture of the stress-displace
ment conditions at the base of a slab, but so 
far as is now known do not play a major part 
in the action. The apparatus does make 
available, however, a wealth of heretofore 
unobtainable information which even if not 
exactly sunilar to is at least a close approxi
mation of the stress deflection relationships at 
the base of a pavement slab. 

3. MEASUBEMENT OF SLAB-ACTION 
In this section are presented the results of 

measurements of slab action m a 9-in. thick 
slab of Scituate Sand at about 0.65 relative 
density. These results show that appreciable 
slab-action exists in this sand when at this 
density. Also t h ^ show that the changes in 
pressure distribution caused by slab-action 
dissipate very little with time. 

The results of test No. 2-4 on the Scituate 
Sand are shown m Figure 8. This figure con
tains three plots of pressure vs. radial distance 
and a plot of the deflection pattern used in the 
test In the pressure distribution plots the 
ratio of reaction pressure to average applied 
pressure is plotted as ordinates and the ratio 
of the radial distance from the center Ime of 
the load to the radius of loaded area as 
abscissae Such ordinates and abscissae are 
dunensionless and allow best facihty for com
parison of tests at different applied pressures 
and different radh of loaded area. The deflec
tion pattern plot shows the relative deflection 
at the various ring supports but to a greatiy 
exaggerated scale The load for this test was 
applied using a rigid steel plate of 4 51-in. 
radius. Other tests performed later made use 
of a better loading arrangement which closely 
simulates a flexible tire load. This umt is 
shown in Figure 3 The average apphed 
pressure was 40 p s i With no yielding of the 
support the pressure distnbution was as given 
by the full (x mark) curve of the figure. A 
dip appears in this curve at a distance approxi
mately one-hfilf the radius of the load out from 
the center line of the load Practically all 
tests showed this dip and it seems to be 
characteristic of the no yield pressure curve 

When the support was made to yield accordmg 
to the deflection pattern to an average deflec
tion of 0.005 m. du%ctly underneath the loaded 
area, the pressure distribution became that 
shown by the dashed (circular mark) curve. 
When the yiddmg was mcreased untd the 
average deflection was 0.015 m., the reaction 
pressure distnbution became that shown by 
the dotted (plus mark) curve. I t is possible 
that the dashed curve pressure distribution 
approximates that which might develop on a 
silt subgrade, the dotted pressure distribution, 
that which might develop on a day subgrade. 
The test defimtely shows that an appreciable 
change in pressure distnbution occurs at the 
base of a pavement when the support for the 
pavement yields an amount typical of satis-
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figure 8. Pressure Distribution Curves for 
Rigid and Yielding Base Support, Scituate 
Sand. 
factorily functionmg pavements m the field. 
I t may be noted that the changes in pressure 
distnbution as pointed out previously are 
always such as to cause a spreading out of the 
load and a less severe loadmg condition on 
the support 

In order that slab-action may be of value m 
reducmg the severity of a wheel loadmg on a 
subgrade it is essential that the spreading out 
of the load resulting from the dishmg exist as 
long as the deflection pattern is maintamed, in 
other words, it is important that the more 
favorable pressure distribution existing after 
the deflection does not cieep back to the no 
yield distnbution because of the lapse of time 
or the existence of vibrations. Some informa
tion IS available on the effect of time on the 
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pressure distribution after dishing; no results 
are available, however, on the effect of vibra
tions The pressure curves of Figure 8 are 
computed from reaction measurements taken 
about 30 min after yielding of the support. 
In Figure 9 two pressure distributions have 
been plotted for the 0 015-m. average yield 
case. The lower curve is the same as the one 
on Figure 8, 30 mm after yielding; the upper 
curve is a plot of the pressure computed from 
measurements taken 1 day after yieldmg. 
The difference between the two curves is small 
and it is therefore concluded that for this soil 
the slab-action is not greatiy dependent upon 
time. 
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Figure 9. Effect of Duration of Load on Sagged 
Pressure Distribution Curve 

4. XrSES AND SIGNIFICANCE OF BLAB-ACTION 
MEASUKBUENTS 

Measurements of slab-action in flexible tjrpe 
pavement materials have significance for both 
immediate and future testing and researoh on 
flexible type pavements. They have immedi
ate importance for comparing and rating vari
ous pavement matenals according to their load 
spreadmg ability, and future importance for 
developing understanding of the relationship 
between the stress-strain properties of flexible 
type pavement materials and the load deflec
tion properties of pavements composed of such 
materials. 

Measurements of the change in pressure 
distribution at the base of a pavement upon 
dishing can be used to compare the load 
spreading ability of various matenals or of the 
same material under various conditions The 
procedure for makmg such comparisons is as 
follows. First choose a subsidence pattern 
which is reasonable for both the pavement and 
the subgrade on which the pavement is to be 

placed. Then for each material determine by 
means of the slab-action apparatus the pres
sure distnbution on its base after apphcation 
of the chosen deflection pattern The ma
tenals can then be compared by inspection of 
their pressure distributions after deflection 
and rated accordmg to the seventy of the 
distribution. Of course the deflection pattern 
would be shghtiy different for each pavement 
if it were actually placed on the subgrade and 
subjected to the wheel load This would not 
invalidate the test, however, because the ma
terials would probably be found to rate m the 
same order for almost any reasonable deflec
tion pattern. The important thing is that a 
material with more slab-action than another 
will be better than the other for spreading load 
whenever comparable yieldmgs of theu- sup
ports occur. The fact that the deflection 
pattern to which a pavement will be subjected 
in the field is not known exactiy in no way 
invalidates the foregoing ratmg procedure 

Several very worth-while studies could be 
conducted following out the testing procedure 
thus outlined. For instance, the effect of the 
degree of compaction or of admixtures upon 
the abihty of a given soil to spread load could 
be studied Also pavements of various com
binations of materials could be Investigated. 
For example, the action of a pavement com
posed entirely of a good material could be 
compared with that of one of equal thickness, 
but with only the upper half composed of the 
good material. Such laboratory studies of the 
relative field merits of various pavements are 
possible only because the slab-action apparatus 
affords measurement of the fundamental as
pects of load spreading abihty, namely, the 
changes of pressure distribution at the base of 
a pavement with deflection of the base. 

The use of the slab-action apparatus for 
comparing and rating pavement materials re
quires much time and energy and therefore it 
is reasonable to expect that considerable effort 
will be expended m the future to develop a 
rational procedure for predicting the behavior 
of pavement materials from sunpler laboratory 
tests At present flexible type pavements are 
being designed by methods based on more or 
less empirical correlations between pavement 
behavior and laboratory tests. Any rational 
correlation should tie together pavement be
havior and the fundamental stress-strain prop
erties of pavement materials. The cylmdrical 
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compression (triajdal compression) test satis
factorily measures the stress-strain properties 
of pavement materials, but so far no one has 
been able to combme such stres -strain meas
urements with equations of equilibrium to 
solve for the distribution of stress at the base of 
a pavement The particular solution desu:ed 
is the distribution of stress at the base of a 
pavement when the pavement is subjected to 
a surface wheel load and deflection of its base. 
If such a solution were available the slab-
action or load spreading ability of a pavement 
could be predicted by computation from 
cylindrical compression test data 

Until a solution is available, such informa
tion can only be obtained from apparatus of 
the same general type as the slab-action appa
ratus where essentially full-scale pavement 
models are tested. In addition to furnishing 
information on the stress-deflection character
istics of pavements, valuable m itself for rating 
pavements, the slab-action apparatus also will 
greatly assist in solving the analytical prob
lem. I t will do this by furnishing solutions to 
the problem for any reasonable setup, such 
solutions then acting as guides for the analyti
cal solution If the rigorous solution is too 
difficult, and it might well be, the data from 
the slab-action apparatus will be useful for 
developing approximate rational correlations 
between the fundamental cylindrical com
pression data and pavement behavior. 

In conclusion, it may be stated that an 
original and valuable appaiatus has been de
veloped for rational study of the action of 
flexible type pavements. The apparatus is 
original in that it affords control of the vertical 
deflection of the base of a pavement slab and 
continuous measurement of the pressure over 
the base for any deflection pattern I t is 
valuable in that it makes available for the first 
time measurement of the load-deflection rela
tionships in a slab of material which are funda
mental to predicting the effectiveness of that 
material for flexible type pavements. Specifi
cally, the apparatus should furnish valuable 
information for comparing various materials. 
What is more important, it may also supply 
data essential to the developing of more ad
vanced theories of pavement action 

The wnter wishes to express his appreciation 
to the following persons and orgamzations for 
their contributions to this research- to Profes
sor D W. Taylor for advice, encouragement, 
innumerable and invaluable discussions on 
every aspect of the research and critical review 
of this paper, to the U S. Engineer Corps for 
sponsoring the research, in particular to Mr. 
T. A Middlebrooks, Office of the Chief of 
Engineers, and Mr. William Shannon, Office, 
Boston District, and to Professor Arthur C. 
Ruge for help in adapting and setting up the 
electrical resistance wire strain gages 

D I S C U S S I O N O N A P P A R A T U S F O R M E A S U R I N G S L A B A C T I O N 

PROF. GBEOOBT P. TSCHEBOTABIOFF, 
Princeton UniveraUy: Slab action or arching 
or dome action must be present in different 
types of pavements, and it is important to as
certain that action if we are to make more 
economical designs in the future. I believe 
that the apparatus described may provide 
quahtative information on the subject. How
ever, I would like to sound a word of caution 
about the quantitative data it might give, 
because I doubt that model similarity will 
exist between different thicknesses of base 
courses and also because sag patterns cannot 
be chosen arbitrarily 

The sag pattern of a base course is a func
tion of the pressure distribution both through 
the base course and the subgrade beneath i t 
and, since the pressure distribution varies for 

different soils, these sag patterns will be dif-
ferent for different soils. There is very littie 
numencal information on the subject at 
present Possibly the type of electric settie-
ment recording gauges used in the field by Mr. 
0. J. Porter, of tibe Califorma Division of 
Highways, may provide some mformation 
later But the question of model similarity 
will arise even if a reasonable sag pattern is 
chosen. 

We have given some thought in the past at 
Princeton to the use of a similar apparatus, 
similar in some respects but not in all, to the 
one which has now been built at Massachu
setts Institute of Technology. Perhaps I had 
better discuss Some figures illustratmg the 
work done by Dr. Oscar Faber m London on 
the general ideas of which work we had 
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planned to design our apparatus. These fig
ures are taken from a paper published in the 
"Structural Engineer" in London in March, 
1933. 

Dr. Faber was principally mterested in as-
certaming the distnbution of pressure reac
tions against a footing resting on different 
t̂ rpes of soils (See Fig. 1). The lower test 
plate rested on the soil and consisted of a 
series of concentric rings of equal area, each 
connected b7 three rods to an upper ngid 
plate. Readings were taken with strain 
gauges on these rods before and after loadmg. 
From the strains in the rods were determined 
the pressures against each corresponding ring. 

model similarity would not be present and that 
i t would be important to build a very large 
testing tank in order to get numerically correct 
results. 

To explain this point, perhaps i t would be 
preferable to show results of Dr. Oscar Faber's 
tests. Figure 2 presents a series of curves giv
ing the distribution of pressurereactions against 
the test plate on the surface of a sand layer 
without any surcharge. A greater concen
tration of soil reactions at the center takes 
place due to yieldmg of the sand on the pe
riphery. Each point of the curve represents 
the value of the mean pressure on one of the-
rings. 

riBSran 
SamHoles 

TOP PLATE BOTTOM RINGS 

Figure 1. Dr. Faber's Device for Determining SoU Reactions Against Rigid Plates. From: 
The Structural Engineer, London, March, 1933 

I must emphasize that they had no provision 
for creating any deflection, as is the case m the 
apparatus described by Mr. Lowe 

About five years ago we thought of building 
at Prmceton a testing box with a similar ring 
base, but usmg more modem methods of meas
urement than the ones used by Dr. Faber. 
The presence of the subgrade was to be simu
lated by layers of rubber of suitable com
pressibility to be placed over the ring base. 
The sag pattern would then be a function of 
the pressure distnbutoiy properties of the 
base course. However, one- of the several 
reasons which deterred us from carrying this 
out at the tune was the fact that we felt that 

Figure 3 presents a similar result of a test 
on sand with 1.46 ton per sq. f t surcharge 
around the plate. The pressure reactions are 
equahzed to a certain extent, but not entirely. 
The surcharge is much larger than it ever 
would have been under a pavement. 

Figure 4 represents the distnbution of reac
tions on a clay soil (London blue clay). A 
reversed pattern of reactions with greater con
centration at the edges was observed as this 
was to be expected on an elastic material in 
accordance with the laws of the theory of 
elasticity. I believe this is the first time any 
tests measuring the pressure distribution on 
clay soils have been performed. On the basis 
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of thee theory of elasticity i t is reasonable to 
assume that the pressure distribution below 
the soO surface will follow the same general 
lines, therefore, we will have a difference in 
the distribution of pressure at different depths. 
The sag patterns also vary with depth. A 
similar reasoning holds for two-layered sys
tems. Therefore a sag pattern measured in 
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two results, with sand givmg a much greater 
concentration, e g, having a lesser distributmg 
action 

If one wants to use an apparatus of the type 
described by Mr. Lowe and if one employs an 
identical sag pattern for the purpose of getting 
quantitative data i t should therefore be re
membered that in the case of a material which 
has poor distributmg properties one may ob
tain misleading values, as compared to a co
hesive material, because the actual sag pattern 

Figure 2. Dr. Faber's Tests on Sand—No 
Surcharge. Distribution of Soil Reactions 
Against a Rigid Test Plate. From: The Struc
tural Engineer, London, March, 1933. 

MUHmsumt 

Figure 4. Dr. Faber's Tests on Clay with No 
Surcharge. Distribution of Soli Reactions 
Against a Rigid Test Plate. From: The Struc
tural Engineer, London, March, 1933. I 11 11 1 I 1111 

Figure 3. Dr. Faber's Tests on Sand with 
Surcharge. Distribution of Soil Reactions 
Against Rigid Test Plate. From: The Struc
tural Engineer, London, March, 1933. 

the fidd for a full-scale base cannot be directly 
applied to a model base. 

Figure 5 gives the results of tests performed 
at Zurich in Switzerland, and compares the 
distribution actually measured m sand by 
batteries of pressure cells at a depth of 18 in., 
OS compared to the theoretical distribution 
based on the laws' of the theory of elasticity. 
There is a considerable difference between the 

Figure 5. Swiss Tests Showing Lesser Spread 
of Pressures in Sand, as Compared to an Bias-
tic Medium. 

is more pronounced in the case of a sand than 
of a day soil. 

Summmg up, although this study is a step 
in the right direction, it will be preferable later 
to have apparatus of a larger size. The ques
tion of sag patterns should be treated dif-
ferentiy. 

I beheve that the present M.I.T. apparatus, 
without any question of model similarity aris
ing, could be used for the studies of possible 
differences of stress distribution imder static 
loads and under dynamic loads. We are 
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carrying out at Princeton research on the 
effect of vibrations for the Civil Aeronautics 
Authority. I beheve that for comparative 
evaluation of vibration effects, the M.IT . 

apparatus as designed, is entirely adequate. 
I would hke to wish good luck to Mr. Lowe m 
the continuation of his work and wdl be 
interested to hear further about it. 

T H E T H E O R Y O F S T R E S S E S A N D D I S P L A C E M E N T S I N L A Y E R E D 
S Y S T E M S A N D A P P L I C A T I O N S T O T H E D E S I G N O F A I R P O R T 

R U N W A Y S 

Br DONALD M BTJRMISTER 

Assistant Professor of Ctnl Engineering, Columbia University 
SYNOPSIS 

In foundation and particularly in airport design and construction, the engineer 
18 dealing basically with layered soil deposits. The theory of stresses and dis
placements in a two-layer system was developed in accordance with the methods 
of the mathematical theory of elasticity and is presented in order to reveal some 
of the fundamental relations existing between the physical factors, which con
trol the load-settlement relations, and in order to provide a practical method of 
analysis for the design of airport runways. The theory reveals the controlling 
influence of two important ratios on the load-settlement characteristics of the 
"two-layer system," namely: (1) the ratio r/hi of the radius bearing area to the 
thickness of the reinforcing or pavement layer; and (2) the ratio Et/Ei of the modu
lus of the subgrade to that of the pavement. For practical design purposes, the 
theoretical results have been evaluated numerically and expressed in Basic Influ
ence Curves, giving values of the settiement coefficient f . in terms of these basic 
ratios The settlement coefficient is applied as a simple multiplying or correc
tion factor to the famiharBoussinesq Equation for surface settlement at the center 
of a circular flexible beanng area. The practical design problem for airport run
ways involves the selection of suitable and economical types of pavement con
struction and the determination by means of the influence ĉurves for the 
"two-layer system" of the thickness required to give adequate support to air
plane wheel loads and reasonable length of service. 

THE TWO-LATEB SYSTEM THEOBT— 
ASsmiFnoNs AND CONDITIOMS' 

The "two-layer system" theory is presented 
first of all in order to provide a basis for a 
better understandmg of the nature of the real 
phenomena, and to reveal some of the funda
mental relations existing between the phys
ical factors which control the load-settlement 
relations Second, it is mtended to provide a 
practical method of analjrsis for the design 
of airport runways 

Boussinesq solved the problem of stresses 
and displacements m a umform deposit for 
concentrated load apphed at the surface. The 
scientific approach m the present problem 
mvolved the rigorous development of a theory 

of stresses and displacements in the more 
general case of a "two-layer system" by the 
methods of the mathematical theory of elas
ticity, which is believed to be correct. The 
general solution of the "two-layer" problem 
requu^d that the necessary assumptions of the 
theory of elasticity be made, and that certain 
essential boundary and contmuity conditions 
be satisfied, but did not require any radical 
simphfying assumptions beforehand as to the 
nature of the distnbution of stresses on the 
subgrade or of their relation to displacements. 

I t must be reahzed that all theories deal 
with ideal materials and ideal conditions, 
which are only imperfectiy satisfied in nat
ural soil deposits. Judgment as to realm of 




